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Chair Swain, Vice-Chair Mukherji and members of the Assembly Appropriations Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony in support of A4194, a bill that will create a statewide police licensing program, and amendments to further strengthen the bill.

My name is Yannick Wood, and I am the Director of the Criminal Justice Reform Program at the New Jersey Institute for Social Justice (the “Institute”). The Institute uses cutting-edge racial and social justice advocacy to empower people of color by building reparative systems that create wealth, transform justice and harness democratic power – from the ground up – in New Jersey.

A4194 is an opportunity for advocates and law enforcement to come together and support a policy that can help further police accountability across the state. The Institute and other advocates have long supported police accountability measures, whether they include establishing civilian review boards, banning and criminalizing the police use of chokeholds or granting public records access to police misconduct. This bill has enormous potential as a police accountability tool. However, for it to achieve maximum effectiveness, we urge the bill sponsors to make the following amendments.

First, A4194 should have explicit guidelines for which types of police misconduct will result in a license denial, suspension or revocation. Second, the bill should address the consequences of having a license revoked and require that an officer may not perform duties when they have a pending appeal. Third, the bill needs to require a higher level of public involvement in the Police Training Commission (the “Commission”) and licensing committee activity. Fourth, all licensing committee activity should be posted on a publicly accessible website and final decisions should be posted to national misconduct databases. Lastly, there should be a system of randomized audits that will ensure that municipalities
properly report misconduct to the Commission. Through these steps, we believe this bill can more meaningfully create accountability in New Jersey’s law enforcement.

I. **A4194 should have explicit guidelines for types of police misconduct that will result in a license denial, suspension or revocation.**

A4194 should explicitly state that specific types of police misconduct will result in automatic license denial, suspension or revocation. There are instances where police officers engage in misconduct that does not rise to the level of a criminal offense or the misconduct was not prosecuted as an offense but misconduct was nevertheless sustained by findings. For example, instances of misconduct enumerated in the bill include “filing a false report,”^4 being “untruthful,”^5 “destroying evidence”^6 and exhibiting discriminatory conduct. All of these examples of misconduct once submitted to the Commission should be automatic grounds for revocation or the denial of a license application. A4194, as written, however, mandates that only when an officer is convicted of an offense can there be an automatic revocation or denial. For licensing purposes, there should not be a distinction between when a police officer is convicted of a criminal offense as opposed to having a sustained finding of “falsifying a report” or “destroying evidence” after an administrative. When either of these instances occur, they are a profound breach in the public trust. To ensure excellence in our police we need to treat serious misconduct like crime and use it to revoke or deny license applications.

II. **A4194 should address the consequences of having a license revoked as well as explain that an officer may not perform duties when they have a pending appeal.**

A4194 should explicitly state that having a license revoked precludes an officer from reapplying for a license and from being employed by any other law enforcement entity in New Jersey. This language is necessary to curtail the practice of an officer leaving a department due to misconduct and going on to work at another, which has already occurred in New Jersey. This language is also necessary to ensure that officers who have been found to have committed serious misconduct and/or criminal offenses are permanently barred from the profession.

Additionally, the bill should directly state that during an appeal of the Commission’s decision to revoke, suspend or deny an application, an officer may not perform the official duties of an officer. This would remove any ambiguity in the officer’s status during an appeal.

III. **A4194 needs to require a higher level of public involvement on the Commission and in licensing committee activity.**

The Police Training Commission needs to include a higher number of governor appointees who are non-law enforcement members of civil society, including social justice and advocacy groups that serve communities of color.

Currently, the governor will only appoint four citizens of the state with no prohibition on them being members of law enforcement nor any requirement that they represent communities of color. Four is too few because it represents under 25% of the total group of appointees. The remaining appointees are largely affiliated with law enforcement agencies or unions, resulting in the Commission being heavily skewed to law enforcement. This bill also increases the amount of law enforcement representation on the Commission by adding the State Troopers Fraternal Association of New Jersey. For too long, police
have been policing themselves with little accountability. This Commission, the licensing committee that it will oversee and the public will all benefit from having a diversity of representation on the Commission.

Furthermore, the bill should specifically require the representation of members of civil society, including social justice or advocacy groups that serve communities of color on the licensing committee. In its current form, the bill only requires that one member of the committee be from the public. Illinois passed a law mandating a minimum number of appointees for their licensing authority from communities “with disproportionately high instances of interaction with law enforcement ... underserved ... [high rates] of commitments to Illinois Department of Corrections ... but who are not themselves law enforcement officers.” New Jersey has incredibly stark racial disparities in criminal justice and there needs to be representation from communities of color on the licensing committee. For example, Black people in the Garden State are three times more likely to have the police use force against them compared to white people. Black people are also disproportionately detained in county jails, accounting for 42% of all jailed individuals. Even though Black people are only 15% of the population, Black people account for 61% of individuals in Department of Corrections custody.

IV. All licensing committee activity should be posted on a publicly accessible website and final decisions should be posted to national misconduct databases.

To create true police accountability, all licensing activity should be made publicly available on the Commission’s website. The goal should be to make this information accessible to the public with the least amount of burden possible. We strongly urge the bill sponsors to require publishing of the misconduct reported from police departments, particularly the types of misconduct enumerated in the bill such as filing a false report or exhibiting bias. Starting with the initial submissions from local police chiefs required by the bill, submissions should be made publicly available on the Commission’s website.

Next, the status of an application should be published on the website. If the Commission renders a decision – whether it be to suspend, revoke, place conditions upon or deny a license – this decision should also be published online. Even if the Commission fails to render a decision in a timely manner, this should also be published. In fact, publishing the current status of an application may encourage the Commission to move expeditiously through applications.

The Institute supports the bill language stating that is unlawful for a government entity to “enter into any non-disclosure agreement which seeks to conceal or prevent public review of the circumstances under which the officer separated from or was terminated or fired from employment.” The bill should go one step further and require the publishing of the underlying circumstances for serious misconduct where an officer was terminated or fired to ensure compliance with this provision.

Lastly, there should also be mandated reporting of licensing decisions to a national database on misconduct to prevent an officer with adverse license decisions from leaving New Jersey to work in another state. Nationwide databases can include the National Decertification Index (NDI), managed by a private organization that collects and publishes officer decertification data from across the states or the National Law Enforcement Accountability Database that the Biden administration has established through a recent executive order.
There should be a system of randomized audits that will ensure that municipalities properly report misconduct to the Commission.

This bill should mandate that the Commission conduct audits of law enforcement entities to ensure that they are sharing all of their records of qualifying police misconduct. These audits should be randomized and should review the complete employment files of officers ostensibly in good standing to verify that any qualifying misconduct is reported.

In section 18(c), the language should be changed to mandate that the Commission shall request the law enforcement officer’s entire file. This will reduce the possibility of police chiefs not reporting misconduct information. The problem with local police departments not turning over information to licensing authorities is not hypothetical. Colorado, for example, already has an established state licensing authority. However, some officers found to have engaged in misconduct have been able to move on to other law enforcement positions because their misconduct was not being reported to the licensing authority. A4194 can be strengthened to avoid these issues in New Jersey.

Conclusion

We are generally supportive of police licensure while still recognizing that it will not be a panacea for all the challenges that exist in law enforcement in New Jersey. A4194 is a positive step towards fostering a culture of police accountability and, with our recommended amendments, it has our support.
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